FINAL MEETING SUMMARY
2045 Transit and Specialized Transportation Plans
Stakeholder Advisory Committee #2
September 25, 2019
Welcome and Introductions
Project consultant and meeting facilitator Chris Proud welcomed attendees and facilitated
roundtable introductions of the group. Mountain Metro Transit (MMT) Project Manager, Brian
Vitulli and Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments (PPACG) Project Manager, John Liosatos
welcomed participants and thanked them for their time and continued engagement.
Chris then walked through the following agenda and meeting purpose:




Review actions since our last meeting.
Provide information and gain feedback on the research, themes, and options (in
development) for transit and specialized mobility.
Set the next tasks for the Advisory Committee.

Vision, Goals, and Objectives
Chris presented updated project goals based on Advisory Committee and stakeholder interview
input, noting that they were designed to be general enough to fit both transit and specialized
transportation plans.
Feedback from Advisory Committee members on the goals included: the importance of the
goals’ aspirational tone while still identifying short-term implementable projects; addition of
language around quality of life, connectivity, first and last mile, and transportation choice in
greater detail. Chris acknowledged this feedback and noted that the group will have additional
time to provide recommendations before the next Advisory Committee meeting.
Transit Analysis
Chris presented a high-level overview of the project team’s transit analysis, explaining how
stakeholder interviews, user profiles, steering committee input and research/data served as
context. He displayed results, located on the following page, from the strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and challenges (SWOC) exercise at the kickoff Stakeholder Advisory meeting.
He also explained that available future and existing data in key areas were analyzed, including:
population, employment, university students, seniors, income, and no car households. It was
noted that challenges and opportunities related to military installation needs were analyzed in
the 2040 plans.
Project consultant Kiernan Maletsky then presented a series of maps and figures that
represented additional factors in the project team’s context review and gap analysis. This
included but was not limited to: project study areas, trip frequency, boardings, comparison
across peer systems, and population.
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The group discussed how the Manitou Shuttle was an important example of a successful parkand-ride model and of regional cooperation, while praising its ability to reduce congestion in
downtown Manitou Springs. Safety at high-capacity boarding stops was noted as a high priority
item moving forward.
Members of the Advisory Committee also discussed the importance of planning for both
aspirational and near-term projects, noting that for near-term projects, there’s a need to decide
where to focus budget to be most effective.
Transit Themes and Options
Chris then presented transit themes, options and potential outcomes that resulted from the
team’s analysis. The themes presented were:





Improve user experience, connectivity, and transit access.
Improve service hours, frequencies, and reliability.
Plan for maintenance, new technologies, and future service.
Build ridership through high capacity corridors.

Key topics from group discussion include*:








First and last mile will continue to be an issue if not addressed.
Coordination is a key consideration:
o With municipalities (i.e., shared stops).
o Timing based on user data/desire may help drive ridership.
o With activity centers (i.e., colleges, hospitals, military, etc.).
User education may spur action/behavior change to increase ridership.
Safety at highly trafficked stops is a high priority.
Marketing is viewed as an opportunity to change culture around transit.
Powers is considered a key high capacity corridor for the future.

*Transcribed notes taken during the group discussion are provided at the end of this document.

Specialized Analysis
Project Consultant Dennis Fletcher then presented areas of context and high-level findings from
the team’s specialized mobility analysis. Context included: service area maps, human services
agency coverage, One Ride, call center and scheduling. He also walked through the specialized
transportation-specific findings below from the kickoff Advisory Committee meeting.
Dennis then presented the continuum of coordination that could occur between specialized
providers, noting that a single agency is not necessarily considered a goal for providers to strive
toward, but rather one end of the spectrum.
Specialized Themes and Options
Dennis presented specialized transportation themes, options and potential outcomes that
resulted from the team’s analysis. Themes presented were:
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Single customer focus.
Maximize shared resources.
Align service goals and delivery.

Key topics from group discussion include*:





Alignment on core mission is the most important factor.
Desire to distribute resources across areas and human service providers (HSPs).
Recognition of the cooperation among HSPs.
Current process seems complex and confusing.

*Transcribed notes taken during the group discussion are provided at the end of this document.

The group also provided feedback to the project team around viewing specialized transportation
as a high priority. Concern was expressed that sufficient time for discussion was not provided
for specialized transportation feedback and discussion. It was specifically noted that limited time
was allocated for specialized transportation feedback and more time allocated to presentation.
The Advisory Committee requested additional time to fully digest and discuss the information
provided. In response, the project team agreed that the feedback period for this information will
extend until the next Advisory Committee meeting at the end of October. The team also agreed
that the specialized transportation discussion would be prioritized on the next agenda.
Additionally, the project team noted that feedback on these topics is ongoing and the project
team would be happy to conduct additional individual/small group feedback meetings to clarify,
answer questions, and provide more time for feedback. Several sessions with Advisory
Committee members are currently being completed.
Next Steps
Chris thanked the group for their feedback, reiterated the process moving forward and
adjourned the meeting.
Meeting Attendees
Terry Anderson
Cindy Aubrey
Rachel Beck
Allison Burns
Brian Champion
Victoria Chavez
Tony Gioia
Maile Gray
William Harrell
Darren Horstmeier
Len Kendall
Linda Kogan
Melissa Marts
Terrance McWilliams
Jason O’Brien
Janet Risley

Springs Rescue Mission
Pikes Peak United Way
Colorado Springs Chamber of Commerce & EDC
Transit Passenger Advisory Committee
MMT
El Paso County Transportation Planning
PPRTA CAC
PPACG Mobility Coordinating Committee/Drive Smart Colorado
CTAB
Shriever AFB
Downtown Partnership of Colorado Springs
University of Colorado at Colorado Springs
Pikes Peak Area Agency on Aging
El Pomar Foundation
PPACG
Pikes Peak Habitat for Humanity
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Paul Spotts
Sharon Thompson
Chad Wright

The Independence Center
City of Fountain Councilmember
Colorado Springs Housing Authority
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Transcribed Theme Discussion Notes by Category:










Transit: Improve user experience, connectivity and transit access
First/Last Mile
Align Pike Ride service with key fixed-route stops/stations? Usage of bike share?
Impact of switch to e-bikes?
Stop safety (pedestrian crossings – key locations such as Nevada/Las Vegas &
PPCC Centennial)
Coordination with Fountain – share stop at PPCC Centennial?
Transit: Improve service hours, frequencies and reliability
Coordination of timing?
o College students can get downtown at night, but service ends before they
would be getting back
Transit: Plan for maintenance, new technologies and future service
Coordination with activity centers (colleges, hospitals, military, etc.)
How do we build a culture of choice to boost mass transit demand?
o More robust education
 New residents – how can mass transit serve needs, help be part of
decision-making?
 Difficulty of changing behavior through education – focus should be
on shifting social norms (more likely to ride bus if your peers ride
buses)
o Overcome perception issues (“My mom says it’s not safe to ride the bus”)



Transit: Build ridership through high capacity corridors
Powers as a key corridor for the future



Specialized: Single customer focus
Alignment on core mission – providers, MMT, staff, etc., all have to focus on
providing service; differences in how, but not what’s important



Specialized: Maximize shared resources
Request to distribute resources across UAZs – note that there are users outside
the core of Colorado Springs








Specialized: Align service goals and delivery
Recognize the cooperation among HSPs
How did we get to the point where call center became too complex/messy?
Differences in price structures
Mutual trust is an ongoing issue
Need more time to provide feedback
Customer choice is key

Attachments:
 Meeting presentation
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WELCOME

WELCOME AND
INTRODUCTIONS



Opening remarks.
Roundtable introductions.

AGENDA





Welcome, introductions, and agenda.
Action items (previous meeting) and
meeting purpose.
Confirmation: vision, goals, and objectives.
Transit analysis:
o
o



Specialized analysis:
o
o




Context review and gap analysis.
Themes and options under development.
Context review and gap analysis.
Themes and options under development.

Engagement update.
Next steps and closing public comments.
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ACTION ITEMS AND MEETING PURPOSE

MEETING PURPOSE AND
ACTION ITEMS





Review actions since our last meeting.
Provide information and gain feedback on
the research, themes, and options (in
development) for transit and specialized
mobility.
Set next tasks for the Advisory Committee.

PROCESS



Steps to guide development of the plans
Where are we?

Project
Definition

KICKOFF
• Kickoff the team
• Background and data

Guiding
Themes and
Scenario
Development

• Identify potential
improvements
• Define scenarios

Evaluation

MONTH 3-4
• Apply criteria
• Categorize performance

Funding and
Revenue
Analysis

Preferred
Scenarios

MONTH 6
• Develop project lists
• Conduct revenue analysis

• Finalize
recommendations
• Complete documents
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CONFIRMATION: VISION, GOALS, AND OBJECTIVES

VISION, GOALS, AND
OBJECTIVES










Provide transportation choice.
Improve access to jobs, schools, medical
facilities and other services.
Create efficiencies and improve cost
effectiveness.
Capitalize on technology to improve
services.
Provide congestion relief.
Promote environmental stewardship.
Promote economic vitality.
Promote the coordination of services
(public, private and non-profit).
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TRANSIT ANALYSIS

UNDERSTANDING THE
CONTEXT





Interviews.
User profiles.
Steering committee.
Research and data.

WHAT WE LEARNED
STRENGTHS
•
•
•
•

•
•

Advanced previous
plans.
Increased frequencies.
Maximizing available
resources.
Support (orgs) for
seniors, veterans, and
persons with
disabilities.
Support for regional
transit.
Supportive (city) land
use plans.

WEAKNESSES
•
•
•
•
•

No transit across
regional boundaries.
Lack of density and
growth outside transit
service area.
Cost of projects (transit
and specialized).
Limited frequencies and
service hours.
Lack of stable funding
source and political
prioritization.

CHALLENGES
•
•
•
•
•

One Ride
implementation.
Funding constraints
(TABOR).
Keeping up with demand
(aging population and
young workers).
Political will.
Increasing ridership
given low density and
urban sprawl.

OPPORTUNITIES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continue growth in
frequency and hours.
Focus on safe, simple
multimodal connections.
Support land use
density.
Continue focus on
specialized cooperation.
Integrate fixed
route/specialized.
Serve military needs.
Encourage public/private
partnerships.

TRANSIT CONTEXT AND
DEMAND


Examines available data (existing and
future).
o
o
o
o
o
o





Population.
Employment.
University students.
Seniors.
Income.
No car households.

Identifies concentrations.
Overlay existing services and planned
services.
Identify gaps.

CONTEXT
REVIEW AND
GAP
ANALYSIS


Project study areas.

Source: U.S. Census Bureau

CONTEXT: TRIP PURPOSE


Total trips by purpose.
Commuting to/from work

6%
Going shopping/running errands

17%

37%
Going to doctor/dentist
appointments

15%

Going to social/recreation events

25%
Other

Source: 2017 MMT Ridership Survey

CONTEXT: CURRENT
SYSTEM



Current Mountain Metropolitan
Transit network.
Other providers:
o
o

City of Fountain – fixed route (local).
CDOT - Bustang (regional).

Source: MMT

CONTEXT: FREQUENCY
BY CORRIDOR



High, mid, and low frequency
network.
Core corridors from 2040 plan
update.

Source: MMT GTFS data

CONTEXT: BOARDINGS
MOST BOARDINGS*
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Downtown Terminal
Citadel Core Stop
Old Mans Trail
Ruxton/Fairview
Voyager Transfer
Station
6. PPCC Centennial
7. Nevada/Las Vegas
8. PPCC Rampart
9. El Paso/Beckers
10. Nevada/Mt View
11. Academy/Chelton

Source: MMT-Genfare transaction report

*Top 200 stops
shown. Data from
September 1, 2018
to August 31, 2019

#29

CONTEXT: RIDERSHIP
MOST RIDERS*
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Route 5
Route 25
Route 11
Route 1
Route 33

*Measured by Average
Weekday

#26

#28
#2
#25
#5
#1

LEAST RIDERS*
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

Route 17
Route 39
Route 35
Route 18
Route 40

Source: 2019 MMT Service Analysis (Ridership data from Fall
2018-2019, Route 33 & 36 from Summer 2018)

#4

#3

#27

#29

CONTEXT: EFFICIENCY
MOST EFFICIENT*
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Route 33
Route 5
Route 11
Route 14
Route 3

*Measured by
unlinked passenger
trips per vehicle
revenue hour

#27

#28

#26
#1

#4

#5
#2

LEAST EFFICENT*
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

Route 35
Route 17
Route 39
Route 18
Route 40

Source: 2019 MMT Service Analysis (Ridership data from Fall
2018-2019, Route 33 & 36 from Summer 2018)

#3

#25

Effectiveness Measures

CONTEXT: PEER
SYSTEMS


Peer system examples include:
o

Durham, Madison, Oklahoma
City, Tulsa, Omaha, etc.

Passenger Trips Per Capita
Passenger Trips Per Revenue Mile
Passenger Trips Per Revenue Hour
Average Speed
Average Headway
Average Age of Fleet
Number of Vehicle System Failures

p Above average
tu Average
q Below average

Revenue Miles Between Failures
Vehicle Miles Per Capita
Revenue Miles Per Route Mile
Weekday Span of Service

Source: 2017 National Transit Database

Route Miles Per Square Mile of Service Area

Compared to Peer
Systems

q
tu
tu
p
tu
q
tu
q
q
p
tu
q

CONTEXT: POPULATION AGE 65+
2045

CURRENT

Source: U.S. Census Bureau

Senior Populations

CONTEXT: EMPLOYMENT & POPULATION
2045

CURRENT

Population
Source: PPACG Small Area Forecast (normalized data)

Employment

CONTEXT: TRANSIT
INDEX 2045


High transit need based on:
o

o
o
o

Population density.
Employment density.
Prevalence of college students.
Prevalence of low and lowermiddle class households.
Less potential to
serve efficiently

More potential to
serve efficiently
Source: PPACG Small Area Forecast (normalized data)

2045

CONTEXT: TRANSIT
INDEX 2045


Opportunity to align transit
need with service:
o
o

Northeast.
South/southeast.

Less potential to
serve efficiently

More potential to
serve efficiently
Source: PPACG Small Area Forecast (normalized data)

2045

CONTEXT: GAP
ANALYSIS 2045




Possible Weaknesses: Transit
need “hot spots” relative to
existing service.
Coverage vs. frequency?

Source: PPACG Small Area Forecast (normalized data),
MMT GTFS data

2045

CONTEXT: GAP
ANALYSIS (2045)


Possible Strengths: Existing
higher frequency transit service
(weekday a.m. peak) relative to
anticipated transit need.

Source: PPACG Small Area Forecast (normalized data), MMT
GTFS data

2045

CORE

Primary corridors with
potential for high capacity
transit.

INTERMEDIATE

Main connections that support
core routes.

LOCAL

TRANSIT
CATEGORIZATION

Other connections including
neighborhood links.

TRANSIT THEMES AND
OPTIONS
THEME

POTENTIAL OPTIONS

OUTCOMES

•
•
•

Focus on ease of service - mobile
ticketing.
Expand mobile information –
expansion of real time information
(My Next Bus).
Focus on access and stop amenities
(corridor class).

OUTCOMES

Improve user
experience,
connectivity, and
transit access.

POTENTIAL OPTIONS

THEME

TRANSIT THEME: IMPROVE USER EXPERIENCE,
CONNECTIVITY, AND TRANSIT ACCESS
•
•
•
•

Increased customer satisfaction.
Potential to attract new users.
Safe and comfortable access to
transit.
Considers the users ‘entire journey’.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Consider high capacity corridors (5
to 7 minute peak services).
Improve to 15 minute peak services.
30 minute off-peak.
Re-visit corridor classes (core,
intermediate, local)
Further expand evening and
weekend services.
Examine bus priority measures.

OUTCOMES

Improve service
hours,
frequencies, and
reliability.

POTENTIAL OPTIONS

THEME

TRANSIT THEME: IMPROVE SERVICE HOURS,
FREQUENCIES, AND RELIABILITY
•
•
•
•

Increased mobility choice.
Higher ridership.
Customer satisfaction.
Higher revenue.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Validate expansion criteria.
Implement new transit technologies.
Coordinate with new mobility.
Encourage provider partnerships.
Consider strategic park and ride
improvements.
Focus on asset management and
plan for fleet conversion.
Capitalize on military installations.

•

OUTCOMES

Plan for
maintenance, new
technologies, and
future service.

POTENTIAL OPTIONS

THEME

TRANSIT THEME: PLAN FOR MAINTENANCE, NEW
TECHNOLOGIES, AND FUTURE SERVICE
•
•
•
•

Potential cost sharing through
partnerships.
Provides access to key destinations.
Provides for longevity of the system
(maintenance).
Adapts and capitalizes on evolving
technologies.
Provides system growth, where
justifiable.

•
•
•
•
•

Focus on core corridors.
Support development opportunities
on core corridors (North Nevada,
Academy, Platte).
Consider a range of appropriate
transit technologies.
Partner for enhanced funding
opportunities.
Move forward – think network.

•

OUTCOMES

Build ridership
through high
capacity corridors.

POTENTIAL OPTIONS

THEME

TRANSIT THEME: BUILD RIDERSHIP THROUGH HIGH
CAPACITY CORRIDORS
•
•
•

Maintain focus on building the system
and ridership.
Provides frequent service for users.
Complements land use planning.
Builds the ‘core’ of the system.
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SPECIALIZED ANALYSIS

SPECIALIZED MOBILITY
Specialized transportation is currently
supplied by a wide range of providers. Key
providers include:
 Metro Mobility (ADA trips).
 Envida.
 Silver Key.
 El Paso Fountain Valley.
 Goodwill.
These and others provide ancillary service
supporting their own programs, as well as
information and communication.

Source: Envida

SPECIALIZED MOBILITY:
TRIP SUMMARY


Metro Mobility (ADA trips): ±160,000.
o










Non-ADA funded trips: ±30,000.

Envida: ± 25,000.
Silver Key: pending.
El Paso Fountain Valley: pending.
Goodwill: ± 45,000.
Teller: ±7,000.
Rocky Mountain Health Care: pending.
Community Intersections: pending.

Source: Envida

SERVICE AREA MAP


Mountain Metro:
o



ADA complementary paratransit
door-to-door service within ¾ mile of
fixed routes (Metro Mobility).

Human services agencies operate
independent services throughout
PPACG.

Source: MMT

SERVICE AREA MAP


Mountain Metro funds above and
beyond non-ADA complementary
paratransit service, including:
o
o

Door-through-door service in the ADA
area.
Curb-to-curb, door-to-door, and doorthrough-door service:
• In the ADA area for seniors.
• For trips with origins or destinations outside
the ADA area for seniors and persons with
disabilities.

o

Services are operated by human
services agencies under contract.

Source: MMT, human service providers

Fixed-route
service to Calhan

CURRENT

CONTEXT:
MOUNTAIN METRO
SERVICE AREA


Limited complementary
paratransit ADA service in
significant growth areas
east of Powers and in north.
Population
Employment
MMT ADA Area

Source: MMT, PPACG small area forecast (normalized
data)

2045

CONTEXT:
MOUNTAIN METRO
SERVICE AREA


ADA service implications of
expanding service area
boundary.
o

New fixed routes will trigger
expansion of ADA services.

Population
Employment
MMT ADA Area

Source: MMT, PPACG small area forecast (normalized
data)

CONTEXT: HUMAN
SERVICES AGENCY
COVERAGE


CURRENT
Fixed-route
service to Calhan

Larger service area than
Mountain Metro, including east of
Powers and in north.
o
o

Some trips unserved by Mountain
Metro will be ADA-eligible.
Mountain Metro service area
expansion may create shift.

Source: Human service providers, PPACG small area
forecast (normalized data)

Population
Employment
Other Providers Area

CONTEXT: HUMAN
SERVICES AGENCY
COVERAGE


Fixed-route
service to Calhan

Overlapping service areas.
o



2045

Some temporal inconsistencies.

Overlapping service areas create
opportunity for integration.

Population
Employment
Other Providers Area

Source: Human service providers, PPACG small area
forecast (normalized data)

CONTEXT: ONE RIDE


Vision:
o



Single call for all publically funded ADA
complementary paratransit and above and
beyond ADA service for seniors and persons
with disabilities rides anywhere in the region.

Current status:
o

Used for scheduling non-ADA trips funded by
Colorado Springs/Mountain Metro.
• Trips are contracted by City to agencies.

o

Human service agencies continue to schedule
their own agency trips.

CONTEXT: NEEDS






New service to growth areas.
Additional service in existing areas.
Improved service coordination.
Same day on-demand trips.
Other:
o
o

Non emergency medical trips – trips on
demand often revert to ambulance.
Veterans services - Connections to Aurora
Veterans Affairs (VA) Hospital.

CONTEXT: SPECIALIZED MOBILITY
Current Initiatives:

Coordination

Program
Eligibility

• Mobility Coordinating Committee • One Ride call center
• Information sharing
• Contracted services

Service Offered
• ADA complementary paratransit • Seniors services
service
• Trips for medical appointments,
• Above and beyond non-ADA
employment and social
service
• Volunteer and paid drivers
Range of Programs

Funding

Federal
• 53xx transit programs
• TANF
• VA programs

State
• CDOT
• OAA

Local
• PPRTA
• Municipal contributions
• Donations

ONE-RIDE: INTEGRATED CALL CENTER AND
SCHEDULING
STRENGTHS
•
•
•

Call center
infrastructure.
Qualified staff.
Suitable software.

WEAKNESSES
•
•
•
•
•

Customer call-back
required.
Lack of data sharing
protocols.
Applies to Mountain
Metro above and
beyond non-ADA trips.
Separate scheduling
process for other human
service trips.
PPACG OAA trips not
reserved via One Ride,

CHALLENGES
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of inter-agency
trust.
Technology platform
interoperability.
Customer confusion.
Customer brand loyalty.
Currently limited to only
four agencies and no for
profits.

OPPORTUNITIES
•
•
•
•
•

Joining forces for
efficiencies.
New scheduling
technologies.
Small group
coordination and
partnerships.
Reduce cost per trip.
Reduce administrative
costs per trip,

COORDINATION
CONTINUUM CONCEPT
Single Agency
Brokerage
Dispatch
Scheduling
Vehicles
Training
Procurement
Maintenance
Clearing House
Info Sharing

•
•

•

Comprehensive information sharing
Information Clearinghouse for all
transportation services (single
agency).
Coordinated eligibility programs:
•
•
•

Intake.
Eligibility assessment.
Registration.

OUTCOMES

THEME

Single customer
focus.

POTENTIAL OPTIONS

SPECIALIZED THEME: SINGLE CUSTOMER FOCUS
•
•
•

Improved awareness of service.
Easier access to information.
Potential increase in demand.

CUSTOMER FOCUS
Co-exist.
Require clients to make
separate arrangements.
Operate separately and
independently as distinct
services.

Customer referral and tracking.
Offer new program
opportunities based on existing
resources and expertise.
Public partnership.

Operate under a single identity.
Common program and practices.
Involve a core staff team.
Joint intake process of
clients/centralized helpdesk, single
point of contact for clients.

Information sharing (i.e. contact
information, service schedule).
Share programing plans.
Customer referral and
transferring.

Co-existence of separate
services

Coordinated Services

Joint Services

Integrated Services

•

Interagency sharing and
coordination:
• Joint procurement.
• Integrated recruitment.
• Common training curriculum.
• Maintenance services.

•

OUTCOMES

THEME

Maximize shared
resources.

POTENTIAL POLICIES

SPECIALIZED THEME: MAXIMIZE SHARED RESOURCES
•

Consistent quality and service
standards.
Financial savings to reallocate to
service gaps.

OPERATIONAL FOCUS SHARING RESOURCES
i.e. joint training curriculum
development.
Alignment of hiring/
procurement process.

Co-exist.
Separate contracts,
vendors and suppliers.

Data and document
sharing, alignment of
quality measures.

Co-existence of separate
services

Coordinated Services

i.e. joint training delivery.
Maintenance services.

Joint Services

Rationalize supplier base to optimize
savings potential with increased volume.
Combine contracts, decrease pricing
Align scope and specifications across
provider contracts.

Integrated Services

•
•
•
•

Mountain Metro fixed route/ADA
paratransit integration.
Coordinated transfers between
service areas.
Resolve duplicate service areas.
Enhanced call center:
• Call intake only.
• Cloud broker.
• Integrated.

•
•

OUTCOMES

THEME

Align service goals
and delivery.

POTENTIAL OPTIONS

SPECIALIZED THEME: ALIGN SERVICE GOALS AND
DELIVERY
Increased customer convenience.
Financial savings to reallocate to
service gaps.

SCHEDULING AND SERVICE
Formal cooperation.
Some formal sharing of
resources and joint planning
Information on multiple
services availability
(scheduling platform visibility).

Co-exist.
Fragmented service delivery
working in isolation.

Informal cooperation
between suppliers, sharing
of facilities and overheads
but no integration of service.

Co-existence of separate
services

Coordinated Services

Joint scheduling and
combined service delivery
(cross-agency trip
scheduling/booking).

Joint Services

Align scope and specifications across
provider contracts.
Responsibilities distributed across teams.
Integrated staffing, funding, and
scheduling/dispatch applications, service
delivery tools and case management.

Integrated Services
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ENGAGEMENT UPDATE

ENGAGEMENT UPDATE



Multi-tiered engagement at Milestone #1:
Potential pop-up events:
o
o
o

Southern Colorado Sustainability and Outdoor
Living Expo (pending).
Gold Hill Mesa Fall Harvest Festival (pending).
PPACG Regional Transportation Plan open
houses:
• Oct 15 – PPACG
• Oct 19 – Sand Creek Public Library





Questionnaire – hard copy and online.
Online event promotion and online
meeting.
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NEXT STEPS AND CLOSING PUBLIC COMMENTS

NEXT STEPS





Public events – milestone engagement
Advance themes and options
development.
Next meeting (October).
Open public comments.

THANK YOU

